Milwaukee Based Technology Business Sees Significant Growth
Approyo Adds to Team and Receives Multiple Awards.
Milwaukee, WI, September 05, 2018 --(PR.com)-- Approyo, a leading enterprise SAP HANA Solutions
Provider headquartered in Milwaukee, has seen significant growth in a state that is also seeing substantial
development in the technology sector.
The Wisconsin based company has added to its team with three new employees. Alfred Wedding, Tim
Reiss and William Sean Beasley join the Approyo team and will be working hand in hand with its
customers and partners to manage and support SAP environments.
Tim Reiss joins the team as Senior Director of SAP. Reiss brings more than 20 years industry of
experience to the Approyo team.
William Beasley, Director of SAP has more than a dozen years of cloud migration and experience
working with SAP.
Alfred Wedding comes to Approyo as an SAP Basis Coordinator with multiple years of experience with
supporting SAP. Wedding is a Naval Veteran and resides in Wisconsin.
“We have a top-notch team and we will continue to grow our organization. We are proud to be based in
Wisconsin, where there is an exponential amount of growth in the technology sector,” says Chris Carter,
CEO of Approyo. “It's an exciting time to be part of the SAP ecosystem and we can't wait to see
continued growth over the next several years.”
Approyo was recently ranked #895 in the Inc Magazine 5000 for the third year in a row. It is very rare for
companies to achieve this recognition for three years in a row. In addition, Mirror Review has listed
Approyo among the top SAP solution providers in its latest magazine, “The 10 Best SAP Solution
Providers of 2018.” The technology company was also named one of “The 10 Best Performing SAP
Solution Providers, 2018” by Insights Success.
Approyo is one of many technology companies in Milwaukee that is adding to the economy.
Milwaukee is making significant progress developing as a technology-based employment cluster. A
report titled, Milwaukee's Tech Talent Impact, was compiled in June by several key employers in
southeastern Wisconsin and identified 76,000 technology workers in 89 distinct occupations, contributing
more than $27.6 billion in economic impact.
Approyo has been providing solutions powered by SAP HANA®, such as the latest version of SAP
S/4HANA®, in the cloud for the last three years. Approyo built an entire platform using the best
solutions in the market, helping companies move to SAP HANA quickly and benefit immediately.
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About Approyo
Approyo offers products and services that include upgrades, comprehensive remote operations/managed
services, consulting, hosting and implementations and cloud services. Approyo differentiates itself by
offering scalable managed solutions built on SAP HANA for organizations of all sizes. Headquartered in
Milwaukee, WI and offices in throughout North America, Europe and South America, plus partners
around the world, Approyo has the capability to support global organizations and their applications.
For additional information e-mail us at info(at)Approyo.com, call 404.448.1166, or visit us on the web at
http://www.Approyo.com.
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Contact Information:
Approyo
Kyle Ackerman
262-894-1037
Contact via Email
www.approyo.com

Online Version of Press Release:
You can read the online version of this press release at: https://www.pr.com/press-release/763811
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